
MINDFUL MOMENTS
A 4 WEEK MINI CHALLENGE

HOLIDAY CHALLENGE



I am so glad you are joining us for this Mindful Holiday Challenge.
The holiday season can be one of the most bright and joyful, but
also one of the most hectic, emotional and busy times of year.
From visiting family, lots of exciting events and the anticipation of
gifts, kids can understandably experience a lot of emotions. As
parents, we can also get lost in our expectations for the season,
perhaps even losing sight of the bigger picture at times. 

The simple intention of this challenge is to give you and your kids
bite size, simple mindfulness practice that you can integrate into
your week with ease. Ones that will allow you to develop the skills
to bring yourself back to the moment, regardless of the
circumstances, and to act from a place of conscious response versus
reaction. 

Each week there is a mindfulness theme, a practice for adults and a
practice for kids. We invite you to print the practice summary
sheet each week and keep it on your fridge (or another 
noticeable place) as a gentle reminder. 

There is so much beauty this time of year and we hope you will
find yourself in a space of inner peace and magic this holiday
season!

made with love,

Lauren 

welcome!



Less stress and chaos,
more joy and calm.

Simple, but highly impactful mindfulness
practices for you + your kids
delivered to your inbox each

Wednesday in December

what this challenge IS:

A mindfulness course or program that
goes deep into how to create and

embed mindful awareness into you and
your kids lives for long term change

(that program launches in 2022 :)

what this challenge IS not:

A 4 WEEK MINI HOLIDAY CHALLENGE



why practice alongside your kids?
By practicing together with your kids, you open up

the opportunity for a level of growth that would not
be accessible if practicing in silos. We have found two
common scenarios: (1) that parents aim to bring more
mindfulness into their family life, but they are unsure
how to translate their practices to their kids. Or, (2)
they have offered kid friendly mindfulness resources
to their children, but they have not truly committed to

practicing themselves. 
 

We like to say that parents are the model and kids
are the mirror - providing each other the perfect

complements for inner growth. 
 

In other words, we know from research that children
learn through modeling - they learn based on what you
do, not what you say. They see value in the practices
IF they see YOU valuing them for your own growth.

 
We also believe children are greatest teachers. They
can act like mirrors, helping us to uncover the parts
of ourselves that have been wounded along the way.
By sharing these experiences together, an entirely

new paradigm is created - one that has the potential
to shift deep generational patterns.

 
 



W E E K  3

Connect with
your body



Let the Energy Flow in Through Body

week 3 - practice summary

W E E K  3  

Connect
with your

body

R E M I N D E RF O R  A D U L T S

F O R  K I D S

Welcome winter sun yoga

Optional: 'Let it Go' 
Holiday Dance Break

When we slow down and give ourselves
time to observe what is going on in our
bodies we start to become aware of our
feelings, our surroundings and our needs.
We are also building new pathways in our
brains that help us to navigate the stresses
of life with more ease. Most adults live
disconnected from their bodies, while kids
are complete naturals. Yoga is a simple and
awesome way for adults to re-develop that
connection and for kids to deepen their
mind and body connection. Yoga is
wonderful tool for them to learn how to
navigate their emotions and energy. 

Body scan practice

Solstice yoga flow

“The body heals with
play. The mind heals
with laugher and the
spirit heals with joy.”

 



Included in this weeks guide is a wonderful yoga practice you can do
alongside your kids. Depending on their age, they may be able to do the full
sequence and get to the point of actually memorizing the poses without
your direction, or you want to simply choose a few of the poses to
continually practice or try out a new pose each day.

A wonderful practice for the winter solstice is to complete a set number of
the "welcome winter sun salutation" that follows to invite in the return to
light. In traditional yogic practice, 108 sun salutations are practiced on both
the winter and summer solstice. You can choose any number that
resonates, but for older children, attempting 8 sequences can be a good
place to start if you'd like to engage in that tradition. 

THE PRACTICE

This modified 10 position Sun Salutation for kids is a great
practice to warm up the body during the winter and to
celebrate the arrival of the Solstice.  The Sanskrit term,
Surya Namaskara, translates as “salute to the sun.” A fun
way to share this practice with young kids is to call it 
 "hello sun" or the "welcome back" sun practice.  

WELCOME WINTER SUN SALUTAT ION

week 3  practice -  kids + adults



HOW TO USE

To begin, lay out the practice sheet in front of your kids and introduce the
name of the practice. You can share with them a bit of the yogic history as
shared above, or even some of the benefits. It can also help if you've taken a
read through the practice in advance and tried the poses yourself, so you
can act as a guide and model it as you walk through it. Begin to try out each
pose together, at first just getting used to the movements. Then as you start
to get comfortable with the poses you can try to integrate the breath
(coordinating the inhale and exhale to the pose) and build up to completing
a few sequences in a row.  The number of poses you do is likely dependent
on your child's age, but just go with the flow knowing the intention is more
important than doing the poses and sequence perfectly. Albeit, be sure to
move through poses gently and to not strain the back or body in any way. 

THE DIRECTIONS

TO EMBODY THE PRACTICE

To help children further embody the practice, spending a few moments
after you are done with the exercises to reflect on their experience can be
incredibly helpful. For example, you might ask guiding questions like, did
you feel different during or after the exercise (e.g., did you have less
thoughts? were you more focused)? How did your body feel during or after
the movement (did you feel any emotions? any discomfort? did your body
feel calm or peaceful?) Did you feel a connection between your mind and
your body? How would you explain what that felt like? 

Depending on your child’s age or their ability to notice some of the more
subtle aspects of their mind and body, you may want to share about your
experience as well. It is amazing how children “wire and fire” these concepts
when we allow them to anchor them in both cognitively in their minds and
through the movements in their bodies. 



WELCOME WINTER
SUN SALUTAT ION

(MODIF IED)



WELCOME WINTER
SUN INSTRUCTIONS ( 1 )

Stand tall with your legs hip-width apart, feet facing forward,
and straighten your arms alongside your body and then bring
them into prayer pose at your heart and take a deep breath. 

Inhale and sweep your arms out in wide arcs as you reach them
up and over your head. As you reach your hands up to the sky,
gently lean your head back and gaze up at your thumbs.

Exhale and release your arms in wide arcs as you fold forward.
Bend your knees and release your body downward so that your
hands are reaching for your toes. Rest here for a moment. 

Take an inhale and with your hands still on the floor, extend
your right leg behind you into a lunge. Keep your left knee bent
over the heel as you bring your left thigh parallel to the floor. 

Exhale and step your left foot back as well, to enter into a plank
position. With your spine extended and arms steady, hold your
body here for a few moments if you can. 



WELCOME WINTER
SUN INSTRUCTIONS (2)

Inhale as you bend your elbows and lower down to Chaturanga
with your torso and legs remaining parallel to the floor.
Balance your chest just above the floor or allow it to rest gently.

Exhale as you push up into Cobra pose, placing your hands just
in front of your shoulders as you reach your chest forward and
gently look up in front of you. 

Inhale as you press your hands into the ground and then 
press your bottom off of the floor and up toward the sky 
into downward dog. Keep a straight spine and hold if you can.

As you exhale, keep your left foot on the ground and enter into
a lunge position by bringing your right leg forward to rest
under your shoulder.  Lift your head up and look forward. 

Inhale and bring your left foot forward to meet your right, as
you bend your body down reaching your hands to the ground.
Then slowly raise your body back up into mountain pose (1).



Start by finding a comfortable position either lying down or sitting in your chair and 
relax. Take a deep breath in and place your feet flat on the floor, really feeling the 
ground beneath you. Take several deep breaths here for a few moments and just notice 
the in and out flow of your breath. 

Begin the scan by focusing on your toes. Scrunch them tight and then release [breath]. 
Now tighten and relax your ankles [breath], calf muscles [breath], knees [pause] and 
thigh muscles [pause]. Notice any thoughts and let them go, imagining they are floating 
up and away from you in the clouds. 

Now tighten and relax your buttocks [breath], pelvic area [breath] and begin to notice 
any tension you may have in your back. Breathe deeply in, and as you breathe out, 
slowly relax and release any tension you may have in your back [breath]. Now your 
shoulders. Lift them up and then release and relax completely.

Now it's time to relax your neck and jaw muscles. Take a deep breath in, and as you 
breathe out let go of any tension you're holding in your neck and jaw [breath]. Finally, 
the top of your head [breath]. Now squeeze your shoulders up one last time and release 
any remaining tension in your body. Feel yourself completely relax. 

Take a few more deep breaths and enjoy this feeling of relaxation and calm for a little 
while longer [1 - 5+ minutes].  Then slowly bring your attention back to the room. Begin 
noticing the sounds around you and when you're ready, open your eyes.

Take a few moments to notice how you feel and thank yourself for practicing! 

week 3  practice - adults (optional)

body scan



The upcoming holidays can bring a lot of emotions forward for kids (and adults
too)! To move energy through the body, music is one of the best skills we can
have in our back pocket. It brings a sense of joy, fun and play into the energy in
to the room and can help to release any stored emotions in the body. Below
are a set of cards you can print out and use to play a fun body connection
game with your kids this week! 

Directions: Cut out each of the cards and keep then in your kitchen or living
area. Allow your kiddos to choose a card or select one you think would be a
good fit for the energy of the moment, and everyone through the practice. You
can sing the song or play it. Then simply allow the joy of expression and the fun
of dance release any tension and stored emotions in your body! 

week 3  practice - kids (optional)

Jingle Bells
Pretend you have
bells in your hands

and gently shake your
upper body while you
dance releasing any

tension

Frosty the Snowman
Every time the song

says :"thumpty... thump,
thump" hop around to
help regulate your
nervous system

Deck the Halls
During the chorus - 
fa la la la la.. - invite
everyone to really
sing, stretch their
neck and use their
voice to release

We Wish You....
Play 'We Wish you a
Merry Christmas' and

invite everyone to
send air hugs and

goodwill to everyone in
the area or thei life



let's connect!
Stay tuned for next weeks practices that will be arriving in
your inbox on Wednesday, Dec 22nd. Be sure to add our
email address (lauren@heartflowkids.com) to your contact
list so we don't end up in spam :). 

Follow along with us on Instagram @heartflowkids as we
will be sharing a brief overview of the practices each week
via video on our feed. We'd also love to see you or your
kids practicing or doing the activities, so be sure to tag us!

If you'd like to learn more about the "why" behind
mindfulness for kids, the neuroscience behind our practices.
as well as different tips based on your kiddos age, be sure to
check out our Introduction videos on our website. 

Finally, be sure to check out our flagship mindfulness
product for kids, Infinite Kids in Nature - an engaging set 
of mindful activity cards that connects kids to their inner
nature and the magic of the world that surrounds them. 

Thank you for being here and doing the incredible work of
raising connected, heart-centered kiddos!

https://www.instagram.com/heartflowkids/
https://heartflowkids.com/pages/resources-for-the-infinite-kids-in-nature-mindfulness-cards
https://heartflowkids.com/products/infinite-kids-in-nature-mindful-activity-cards


Meet Lauren!
The practices in this mini challenge and all of our

product content is created by our Founder,
Lauren Betzing (RYT-200)

Lauren is the founder and chief creator at Heartflow Kids, a nature-based
mindfulness company, that is on a mission to connect children to their inner
potential through nature, mindfulness, and imaginative play. Pulling from her
years of experience in academia, children’s health programming and policy

positions at a national level, as well as her experience as a yoga and meditation
teacher, she is passionately focused on helping to connect children and families

to the magic of the present moment. 
 

Lauren holds a B.A. in psychological brain sciences from Dartmouth College and
a Masters degree in Chronic Disease Epidemiology and Health Policy from Yale

University. She is a registered RYT-200 yoga and meditation instructor and
holds a health and wellness coaching certification from Wellcoaches. In the
contemplative practices, she is formally trained in mindfulness-based stress

reduction (MBSR), Yoga Nidra and Kundalini Yoga and Meditation. 
 
 



nature

mindfulness

inner potential

www.heartflowkids.com


